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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

For today, high pressure ridging will continue to promote gentle to moderate winds and slight to moderate seas with showers and 
thunderstorms increasing in coverage across coastal waters of the Gulf as a cold front approaches. That approaching front will then cause 
winds and seas to increase as the pressure gradient tightens, with moderate to fresh winds, some strong even, and widespread moderate 
seas, all by Saturday evening into early Sunday. This front is expected to stall along the coastline of the Gulf before moving northeastward 
and away from the region, though it could move slightly offshore and allow for northerly to northeasterly winds for coastal waters. A 
major wind shift is not expected though.

Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Widespread enhanced southerly to southeasterly flow will continue on Sunday with fresh winds for much of the basin and moderate to 
near rough seas expected as a secondary low consolidates across the Plains of the US. This low will then bring a cold front offshore Sunday 
night into Monday, with winds becoming northerly to northeasterly behind the front at moderate speeds. High pressure ridging will take 
back control on Tuesday as return flow of southerly to southeasterly is expected for the Gulf at moderate speeds, becoming fresh to 
strong again as the next low pressure system in the US brings another cold front to the region by the middle of next week.
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